
Spectro UV-Curing unit

Main Features

Applications

Bonding Dispensing Welding SMT Systems Soldering

The Spectro UV curing system is designed to cure UV-
curable materials by exposing them to UV light. It is a 
modular build compact oven that can handle products up to 
495 x 500 mm. Ultraviolet lamps can be configured to meet 
specific application requirements. Several models with 
different cure lengths are available. The standard radiation 
width of the light bulbs is 150 mm (6”). In case a width of 
more than 150mm is required, additional light bulbs can be 
installed. For both top and bottom curing a maximum of 3 
light bulbs can be installed (3x top & 3x bottom).  

The Spectro is using Fusion® microwave lamp technology 
to ensure the correct wave length of UV-light, but also a 
constant output during a guaranteed life time of at least 
8.000 hours! The focus height of the Ultraviolet lamps can 
be adjusted and a range of bulb types offers specific wave-
lengths to match your material curing parameters. 

A SMEMA-compatible chain conveyor allows processing of double-sided boards and ensures easy integration with our 
conformal coating and dispensing systems. The conveyor is configured for both left-to-right and right-to-left flow including 
width adjustment.

DIMA Dispensing

Spectro UV-500

 h Modular system
 h Constant UV emission
 h Low heat generation
 h Adjustable focal height
 h Broad UV spectrum
 h Top and bottom curing
 h Minimum 8000 hours lifetime
 h Ideal for UV curing conformal coating, glue and potting material
 h Safety shutters on entrance and exit 
 h Board tracking sensors
 h Compact model saving production space
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Detailed information

Fusion UV Systems Bulbs

Fusion UV F300 Series in the Spectro units
The F300S is a combination of the best features of the produc-
tion-proven 300 watt/inch microwave powered electrodeless 
lamp, packed in a more compact form. This economical, remo-
tely controlled lamp now enables you to realize the full benefit of 
Fusion UV in your production process. Popular “H”, “D” and “V” 
bulb spectra available. On top of that, the “H” bulb is a lamp that 
can handle most coatings available today. 

Fusion UV F300 

The microwave lamp operates without the metal 
electrodes required in arc lamps and provides 
the most reliable, stable, and efficient UV curing 
system. It is the curing system of choice where 
minimal down time, minimum maintenance, and 
maximum product output are key performance 
parameters.
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Detailed information

Safety shutters on entrance and exit

TFT-display with touch screen on oven

Footpedal switch actuation for 
stand alone operation

Safety
The Spectro UV curing oven is equipped with safety shutters to avoid UV-
light emitting outside of the oven. Product tracking sensors will follow the 
products while it is travelling through the oven ensuring a safe pass through 
and preventing products to become overheated. Ventilation is required to 
control the oven temperature. The oven is protected against possible over-
heating and special sensors are securing the light bulbs. Using the tracking 
sensors in combination with the variable conveyor speed a product can be 
transported with optimized production speed ensuring curing quality.



For more detailed information, please contact our Sales Representatives. We are very willing to explain you the product application opportunities, 
all the available system configurations as well as our customized turn-key automation facilities. We are pleased to serve you with the best process 
technologies and going for the best system fit into your  manufacturing processes. Your success is ours too!
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Technical Specifications
Spectro UV-Curing unit
Type UV-Curing unit
DIMA article number UV-5XX, 

depending on type of light bulb your application 
requires.

Dimension (L x W x H) 1800 x 980 x 1650 mm
Tunnel length / height 1800 mm long 100 mm clearance on top and 100 mm clearance on bottom of chain.
Board size Min:    30 mm (W) x 150 mm (L), smaller products need to be processed in a carrier.

Max. 460 mm (W) x 500 mm (L)
Conveyor Pin chain conveyor, 5 mm pins (at UV-5XX-3: 3 mm pins)

Transport speed 5 - 400 mm/s 
Safety Shutters on entrance and exit to avoid operator contact with hazardous UV light.
Controller Microprocessor PLC controller. Speed, shutters and UV on/off.

The oven checks if boards are jammed in the transport conveyor and 
shuts down the UV source when a jammed board is detected.

User Interface TFT-display with touch screen on oven
Communications The oven communicates over the SMEMA interface.
Cooling External extraction to remove the generated heat from the process tunnel is needed.
Exhaust Oven uses external exhaust.
Power Depending on number of installed UV lights. Range: 3.6 kW - 18.6 kW. 

For more details: ask for Power Supply overview from one to max. 6 bulbs.
Air Minimal required: 3.5 bar. Consumption: 5L/min.
Top and Bottom The standard oven can be equipped with lights from the top.

When bottom emitters are required you need to order bottom light mounting option.
Light Intensity 
(at 100 mm from product)

The lights deliver 300 Watt of microwave energised UV light per inch of lamp 
resulting in up to 700mW/cm2

Light source Fusion FS-300 light source
Weight 300 kg with one lamp. Extra lamp appr. 35 kg per lamp.

Spectro UV-curing unit
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Standard features
Fusion® Light bulbs (one included)
TFT-display with touch screen
Safety shutters on entrance and exit
Board tracking sensors
Adjustable focus height
Manual adjustable pin chain conveyor
Light emission control sensors

Optional features
Extra Fusion® Light bulbs (max. 3x top & max 3x bottom)
Signal light tower
Foot pedal switch actuation for stand-alone operation


